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Services 

TVT serves 51 towns across central Vermont.  We offer Shuttle Buses for general public and Dial-a-Ride 

as an eligibility program.  This System provided 158,302 rides in FY22.  Of that total, 51,449 rides 

originated in Middlebury.   

Since COVID, like many sectors nationally, public transit is rebuilding its client base and workforce.  The 

Addison Region workforce is nearing 100% and we have restored or reinvented prior service according 

to need.  We also added frequency to Burlington, a longtime goal of Middlebury residents.  In FY22 the 

TVT system served 26% more rides than the prior year. 

Funding 

Budget request from the Town of Middlebury for FY24 = $26,098  

Total projected budget for FY24 = $6,973,000 

TVT is required by our federal grants to raise 20% “local match”.  The total amount we raise from Town 

Appropriations is $157,783, which is less than 5% of our required match.  Requested amounts are based 

on a fair share calculation based on percentages of vulnerable populations and access to services. 

Our diverse funding streams include: Institutions, Town Appropriations, Business Sponsorships, Used 

Bus Sales, General Support, United Way of Addison County and Granite United.  Our Board Development 

Committee meets regularly and seeks ways to further diversify our local match income. 

Special Highlights 

• With the completion of our Bradford facility, TVT has become net-neutral, producing all of the 

electricity needed for our daily operations.   

• A new 5-year Strategic Plan is beginning that will serve as TVT’s first post-merger roadmap.  It 

will help us identify TVT’s priorities, resources and capacities to: 

o Be one of the best employers in central Vermont 

o Standardize best practices across all TVT regions 

o Leverage technology to its best advantage 

o Maintain infrastructure and amenities to optimize safety and service 

o Explore transit innovations and improve communications to meet more need 

• We are nearing acquisition of our fleet’s first electric vehicles 

o National level Altoona safety testing of rural size electric buses is finally complete 

o VTrans is assessing the cost impacts of market shortages  

o 2 cutaways are slated for Addison County and 2 for Bradford 

• Microtransit (see page two for more details) 

o Completed feasibility study 

o Bidding is in process for operating software  

o Working to fill a vacancy in Dispatch department to handle call volume 

o Working to purchase two small vans for optimal efficiency 

o Soft testing by using staff fleet to provide Dial-a-Rides that start and end in Middlebury 

 



 

What is Microtransit?  It’s a hybrid version of traditional shuttle bus and demand response services.  For 

the rider it will feel similar to an Uber-type ride hailing service.  Rides, including recurring blocks of rides, 

will be reserved by Smartphone App, internet or calling TVT. 

Where will it go?   

Meant for rides that begin and 

end in the designated Middlebury 

Citywide On-Demand Zone.  

College/Hospital/Marble Works 

and Shaws resources will be 

reassigned to two smaller vans 

operating in the green highlighted 

area.   

A modified Hannaford fixed stop 

spine (blue line on map) will 

remain. 

When will it begin? 

TVT has targeted July 2023 roll-

out, contingent on resources 

being in place. 

Lessons learned from GMT’s 

Montpelier “MyRide” pilot? 

• More places and people can be reached 

• Use small vans, not buses 

• Keep shuttle bus model for highest demand corridor 

• Teach people to set up rides based on when they need to get there 

• Find community partners to ease the transition 

How will it compare to the current MSB service model? 

 Current MSB neighborhood loops Middlebury Microtransit 

Hours of service M-F 7:30am-6:30pm 
SAT 10:00am to 4:00pm 

M-F 7:00am to 6:00pm 
SAT: (continue to use MSB bus                               
           stops/schedule) 

Frequency Hourly 5 to 20 minutes, depending on demand 
and time of day 

Stop type Bus stops Exact location 

Vehicles in service One Two 

Average trip duration 15 minutes 7 minutes 

 


